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The Department of Transportation is currently working on developing traffic calming 
measures for West Jefferson Boulevard between Culver and Lincoln Boulevards. The current 50 
miles-per-hour speed limit, on-street parking by visitors to the Ballona Wetlands Ecological 
Reserve, and frequent reduction in visibility as the result of fog, have created a need for physical 
design measures to encourage safer, more responsible driving and to potentially reduce traffic 
flow.

Based on the existing roadway conditions, an interim speed limit of 35 miles-per-hour has 
been suggested as a way of improving the level of safety along this roadway segment until traffic 
calming measures can be implemented. The Department has indicated that a reduction of the speed 
limit to 35 miles-per-hour on this street segment would preclude the use of radar/laser for 
enforcement because the speed limit would not be supported by an engineering and traffic survey. 
The current engineering and traffic survey that is the basis for the current 50 miles-per-hour speed 
limit has expired, so the Police Department is currently unable to enforce with radar/laser.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Council request the City Attorney to work with the 
Department of Transportation to prepare and present an ordinance that would amend Los Angeles 
Municipal Code Section 80.81 for the purpose of establishing a 35 miles-per-hour speed limit on 
West Jefferson Boulevard between Culver Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard; and

I FURTHER MOVE that the Council direct the Department of Transportation to replace 
the existing 50 miles-per-hour speed limit signs with 35 miles-per-hour speed limit signs for this 
roadway segment, upon Council’s adoption of an Ordinance establishing a 35 miles-per-hour 
speed limit for this street segment; and

I FURTHER MOVE that the Council direct the Department of Transportation to conduct 
a new engineering and traffic survey for West Jefferson Boulevard between Culver Boulevard and 
Lincoln Boulevard, following the implementation of new traffic calming measures, and to then 
report to Council with the recommendations of the new study.
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